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Participant Feedback Form
Help us improve our practice by providing us with some 

feedback.

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScufewODnj3PFYVWqJ4FZD97mFOWad0NFGaiKjC-3zZmqT3ZA/viewform?usp=pp_url
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScufewODnj3PFYVWqJ4FZD97mFOWad0NFGaiKjC-3zZmqT3ZA/viewform?usp=pp_url
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Engagement Norms
≫ Participate actively in the 

chats and breakout groups
≫ Be present
≫ Silence can be golden
≫ Be camera ready
≫ Be aware that we are 

recording



Housekeeping

Note: This session is being recorded. The recording and PowerPoint 
will be made available after the session.

Use the chat box for 
questions, comments, 
and to participate in 

activities.

Please remain on mute 
when you’re not 

speaking. Click unmute 
when you want to 

speak.

Share your 
Reactions 

throughout the 
presentation.



Agenda

Welcome

Sign In:  SHEET

Getting to know everyone

Overview

Strategies & tools for supporting ELs

Questions and Answers

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSebI6_3eBYImWusS-6uZTEABYZP4o5W9SevK327sasq44lY8Q/viewform


Getting to know us



Robin Dyrensborg has a Master’s of Education in Educational Leadership, is 

National Board Certified in Social Studies/History - Early Adolescence, and is in 

the Learning Design and Technology Doctorate program at the University of 

Hawai‘i at Mānoa. She is a sixth-grade English/Language Arts teacher at ‘Iolani 

School in Honolulu, Hawai‘i where she is the Lower School Language Arts 

Department Head and a grade-level lead for distance learning. In these roles, 

she provides curriculum support, technology integration support, and designs 

distance learning protocols and resources for students and families. In 

addition, she designs the Social Emotional Learning curriculum for her grade 

level. She has taught for 26 years in public and private schools in elementary, 

middle, and K–12 settings. Her other teaching experiences include Title I 

Project teacher and World History teacher. Robin has designed and facilitated 

teacher professional development workshops at the local, district, and 

international levels. Robin enjoys cooking, traveling, reading, and spending 

time with family. She was born in Palau and moved to Hawai‘i at the age of 10.  

Robin Dyrensborg



Terra Allen
Terra has called the Northern Marianas home for 12 years, working in middle school 

and elementary settings in the CNMI Public School System. As a reading teacher, 

classroom teacher, and now literacy coach, Terra continues to support classroom 

instruction, finding ways to nurture all learners’ literacy growth. She is currently 

working in K–3 classrooms, teaching and learning about improvements in literacy and 

language instruction. She is known as Mrs. T around her school campus and is always 

looking for ways to engage learners and get kids excited about books! Teaching at a 

distance has presented real challenges for educators that keep Terra seeking 

solutions. 

Terra has a Bachelor of Arts degree in Elementary Education with a K–12 Reading 

Endorsement and a Master’s of Science degree in Curriculum and Instruction. She 

loves all things literacy and finds reading to be one of the best forms of therapy, and 

books have always been some of her most cherished possessions. Born and raised in 

Idaho, she now has equal love for the mountains and the ocean. Terra is committed to 

growing avid readers and writers in the CNMI public schools! 



Tara Cruz

Tara Cruz is an ELA/literacy  instructional   coach with  the 

Guam Department of Education. Tara Cruz brings a wealth of 

experience of  teaching  in the  education  field as she has 

taught at the middle school, high school and postsecondary 

levels. Her area of study and research focuses on identifying  

how Micronesians  learn in Western-influenced classroom 

settings. She is a current  doctoral  candidate  who wishes to 

expand her research in Micronesia  to help strengthen  and 

improve  the learning  experiences based on research and study 

in classrooms  on Guam. In her spare time, she tries to fulfill a 

few of the F’s in life: Faith, Family, Fun, Fitness and Food! 



Getting to know you



Attendee Information

≫ Over 60% of you are return attendees to our workshops. 
Mahalo!

≫ Most of you are new to distance education (69% 0–1 years)
≫ Exactly half of you are K–12 teachers
≫ As is typical in our workshops, the rest of you are split 

among administrators, specialists like librarians and 
resource specialists, and also from higher education



First through Seventh Module Evals



What was most useful in the last workshop?

≫ The personal teaching stories from the presenters
≫ Showcasing students work
≫ Supporting diverse learners
≫ Project-based learning including examples
≫ Use of collaborative discussion with interactive writing 

boards
≫ Universal design for learning model



≫ Make sure participants have an opportunity to share in 

breakouts

≫ None. Speakers were fantastic!

Recommendations and Interests



Thank you!Chatbox Participant Activity

Successes and 
challenges 

meeting needs of 
English learners



≫ Explore WIDA ELD Framework and the SIOP Model 

≫ Brainstorm how to use one EL tool or resource

≫ Develop a plan to investigate a tool or resource in depth

≫ Adapt or adopt strategies in their own context

≫ Engage in talk story discussions around resources

Objectives: Participants will...



Thank you!
Robin Dyrensborg
WIDA ELD Framework 
SIOP Model

“Empathy is 
simply listening, 
holding space, 

withholding judgment, 
emotionally connecting, 

and communicating 
that incredibly healing 

message of 
you’re not alone.” 

–  Brené Brown



World-Class Instructional Design and 
Assessment (WIDA) English Language 
Development  (ELD) Standards Framework1

> Provides a foundation for curriculum, instruction, and 

assessment for multilingual learners in kindergarten 

through grade 12. 

> The ELD Standards Framework is centered on equity 

and fosters the assets, contributions, and potential of 

multilingual learners.



WIDA ELD Framework

Four components ranging from broad to narrow

≫ WIDA ELD Standards Statements

≫ Key Language Uses

≫ Language Expectations

≫ Proficiency Level Descriptors

https://wida.wisc.edu/teach/standards/eld#statements
https://wida.wisc.edu/teach/standards/eld#statements
https://wida.wisc.edu/teach/standards/eld#statements
https://wida.wisc.edu/teach/standards/eld#statements


WIDA ELD Framework

≫ These work together to make a comprehensive picture of 

language development.



WIDA Proficiency Level Descriptors(PLD)2

≫ PLDs describe typical ways multilingual learners might 

develop across six levels of English proficiency.

≫ Language development is not a straightforward linear 

process across proficiency levels

> Many factors, including multilingual learners’ familiarity 

with the topic, audience, and situation (i.e. Individual 
differences)

≫ Therefore, multilingual learners may take various paths to 

develop and reach Language Expectations.
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WIDA Language Standards

Big Ideas anchor the standards and are interwoven throughout the framework:

≫ Equity of opportunity and access
> This is essential for multilingual learners' preparation for college, career and 

civic lives.

≫ Integration of content and language
> Academic content is the context for language learning, and language is the 

means for learning academic content.

≫ Collaboration among stakeholders
> Stakeholders share responsibility for educating multilingual learners.

≫ Functional approach to language development
> This approach helps educators focus on the purposeful use of language.



The Sheltered Instruction Observation 
Protocol (SIOP)4

≫ The Sheltered Instruction Observation Protocol 

(SIOP) was developed to make content material 

more comprehensible to English Learners. 



8 Components of Sheltered Instruction

1. Lesson Preparation 5. Interaction

2. Building Background 6. Practice and Application

3. Comprehensible Input 7. Lesson Delivery

4. Strategies 8. Review and Assessment



8 Components of Sheltered Instruction

1. Lesson Preparation

≫ Connect to prior knowledge

≫ Content area Objectives (What) and Language 

Objectives (How - 4 domains)

> Age appropriate 

> Educational level appropriate

> Write in student language & state orally

≫ Models or demonstrations



8 Components of Sheltered Instruction

1. Lesson Preparation

≫ Use of supplementary materials

> Charts, graphs, illustrations, pictures, multimedia 

> Adapted text, highlighted text

≫ Study guides, margin notes

≫ Graphic organizers

> Outlines, labeling



8 Components of Sheltered Instruction
1. Lesson Preparation

≫ 4 Domains of Language

Listening Speaking Reading Writing

Draw a picture
Listen & retell
Role play
Answer questions
Demonstrate
Record
Distinguish between

Name
Discuss
Explain
Ask & answer   
      questions
Summarize
Evaluate
Clarify

Preview & predict
Find specific info
Read fluently
Identify main idea
Determine fact vs. 
opinion
Scan
Identify vocabulary
infer

Create complete 
      Sentences
Summarize
List
Compare
Explain
Create a poem
Write questions 
and/or answers



8 Components of Sheltered Instruction

2. Building Background 

≫ Activating prior knowledge
> Remind students of previous lessons
> Link to students’ personal and/or cultural 

experiences
> Build prior knowledge (demonstrations, photos, 

multimedia, or an activity)
≫ Has this been learned in the child’s first language? 



8 Components of Sheltered Instruction
2. Building Background

≫ Vocabulary 
> Emphasize key vocabulary
> Present new vocabulary IN context

● Introduce simply, concretely, use in context, similar to, 
different from,...

> Ways to engage with vocabulary
● Student self select words
● Personal dictionaries or glossaries
● Word wall
● Concept  definition map



To strengthen supports for ELs:

Teacher Preparation is key.

≫ Know your students
> Build relationships with students & families
> Understand the complexities of ELs

≫ Do your best 
> Adapt to the virtual environment
> Try new things & don’t give up

≫ Leverage your resources
> Reading Coaches & EL experts

● Plan lessons - SIOP & other strategies
● Use WIDA frameworks to guide lessons



Break

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MxQWLbdGLfE


Thank you!Terra Allen 

“There is no such thing as a typical 
language learner. English language 
learners are as unique as any other 
kind of learner and benefit from 
teachers who know them well and 
who use that understanding to plan 
for their growth.”  -Lucy Calkins 
(Teachers College Columbia 
University)



SIOP- An Integration of Best Practices

1. Lesson Preparation 5. Interaction

2. Building Background 6. Practice and Application

3. Comprehensible Input 7. Lesson Delivery

4. Strategies 8. Review and Assessment

≫ Leveraging Classroom Culture

≫ Capturing Responses; 
Authentic language 
tasks for assessment, 

≫ WIDA standards and 
language domains

≫ Tools for ELs

≫ Honoring Language as Learning

≫ Predictable practice 
and routine 

≫ Strengths-Based 
Approach



≫ A sense of belonging 

≫ Krashen’s Affective Filter Hypothesis: ELs as risk takers

≫ The teacher’s role 

≫ The classroom reflects the learner: activities that promote 
students’ sense of self and expand perspectives

≫ Predictable practices and routines: shared texts

Leveraging Classroom Climate5 



Creating a Shared Text

What do you love?

https://padlet.com/terraallen/love


Student Interviews
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What represents you? 

Add an word or phrase to the chat that represents you and starts with 
the first sound in your name

Think:
Foods, things you love, places, favorites, animals, memories, colors, 
descriptive words, feelings/emotions, activities, book characters



≫



≫



Predictable Practices and Routines

What predible practices are part of your daily routine? Respond with 
an activity you use frequently in the chat. 



≫ Encouraging approximations and welcoming attempts to take risks

≫ Recasting with sensitivity 

≫ Wealth of the culturally and linguistically diverse learner

≫ L1 to L2: the value of translanguaging

Strengths-Based Approach 7
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≫ Honoring language as learning 

≫ Capturing student responses

≫ Being explicit with language 
functions

≫ Large chunks of time to talk 
and write

Prioritizing Language Practice



Capturing Responses Activity 

Building Background

https://jamboard.google.com/d/1Jkqr--kaMQI-Fq9zUfG78aX0Tvco-_ej8_66u1Fkfog/edit?usp=sharing




≫ Introducing new content 
through shared 
experiences and texts

≫ Consistent teacher 
language

≫ Encourage responses from 
all- whip arounds, kagan 
structures

≫ Wait time- signals

≫ Activating Prior 
knowledge

Comprehensible Input9



≫ Visual digital word banks for talking and writing

≫ Class books 

≫ Books starring students (bookbuilderonline)

≫ Co-created class charts  

≫ Interactive book walks 

Tools for ELs10  

F

https://tarheelreader.org/favorites/?collection=alphabet-books
https://www.bookbuilderonline.com/


Books starring students



Books Starring Student S11



Digital Word Banks



Interactive Book Walks



Co-Created Class Charts



“Pandemic Teaching 

is an unlikely place 

to find magical moments. 

But, they exist.”

-Ruth Ayres, Choice Literacy

What magical moments did you experience this 
year? 



Thank you!Tara Cruz
Icebreaker: 

Lean Left and Lean 
Right 



Thank you!Tara Cruz
I feel safe in a learning 

community when...

Mentimeter  Link: 
www.menti.com/u6kznsh3v8



Creating the Environment for Learning 
Creating Emotionally and Intellectually Safe 
Learning Environments 

Lorem IpsumLorem Ipsum

Lorem Ipsum Lorem Ipsum Lorem Ipsum Lorem Ipsum

SAFE

Intellectually Emotionally

Building Relationships 
and Welcoming the “I”

Community Building 
Pacific Context Focus” 
Collectivist Cultures

Predictable Routines 
and Learning 
Procedures 

Building Frames of 
Reference Tool Kits 

“I feel safe because I 
can share my story” “In this learning  community   

we share and help each other” 

“I am safe because I know the 
expectations  and I understand 
the learning  context” 
(building  confidence) 



≫ Collectivist Social Structure 

≫ Meeting the needs of the community, 
rather than the individual 

≫ Sociocultural achievements 

≫ Diversifying Literature 

SIOP: Interaction 

 Building the Learning Community 

1. Lesson Preparation 5. Interaction

2. Building Background 6. Practice and Application

3. Comprehensible Input 7. Lesson Delivery

4. Strategies 8. Review and Assessment



Building the Learning Community 
SIOP: Lesson Preparation and Interaction 

Predictable Classroom Norms and 
Procedures 

Welcoming the “I’ 

Introduce yourself and where you are 
from using the five senses

I am ________ from _______
I See:
I Smell:
I Taste: 
I Touch: 
I Hear:  
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Welcoming the “I” 



Welcoming the “I”

Use the chat to introduce yourself and where you are from using your five senses.

I see:

I smell:

I taste:

I touch:

I hear: 

I am from________________. 



≫ Vocabulary Building 

> “Show Me” 

SIOP: Building Background Knowledge 

    Focus on what students know and can do 

Realia (real world objects) 

Sensory Details 

> Total Physical Response (TPR)14: Kinesthetic  (song, dance, 

movement, etc.) 

> Building Background Knowledge: Raising Questions 

Synchronous Learning 



“Show Me Show Me”

Show me something that begins with the letter 
“S”



“Show Me Show Me”

Show me something that makes you 
excited 



“Show Me Show Me”

Show me something that 
smells good 



Listening: 

Draw a Picture

Speaking: 

Ask & Answer Questions 

Reading: 

Infer 

Writing: 
Summary 
Create Sentences



Every day 
Every lesson 

Listening: 

Draw a Picture

Speaking: 

Ask & Answer Questions 

Reading: 

Infer 

Writing: 
Summary 
Create Sentences



≫ Digital Notebook Activities 

> Diversifying Literature

> SIOP ( Graphic Organizers: Chronological Sequence 
Maps and Compare and Contrast Patterns)

Asynchronous Learning 



Reflecting Forward 

Sharing My “I” Story 



Break

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MxQWLbdGLfE


Real-time Collaboration:
Breakout Rooms
25 minutes with the group
20 mins to share with everyone 
(elect a speaker)

What EL strategy has worked 
for you when teaching 

online?

Where do you find resources?



≫ A safe, fun, learning environment with predictable routines help 
ELs feel safe and empowered. 

≫ ELs are all unique and their path to English proficiency will be 
complex and just as unique. We need to accept and empathize 
with our EL students.

≫ Supporting ELs in distance learning is challenging. Keep trying by 
adapting lessons, trying new strategies, and asking for support. 

≫ The WIDA ELD Framework, the SIOP Model, and the p4c model 
provide guidance and support for creating effective lessons.

Wrapping Up



Resources
Evidence-based practices
1. WIDA ELD Standards
2. SIOP Proficiency Level Descriptors
3. WIDA Content Standards 1-5
4. SIOP Lessons
5. Affective Filter and Supports for ELS
6. Predictable Routines
7. Strength-based approach,  Strength based approach resource, COP4 Webinar: 

Value of Translanguaging, COP4 Slide Deck: Aligning Students’ Lived Language 
Experiences with Education , COP4 Resources PDF

8. Can-Do Descriptors Chart
9. Comprehensible Input

10. Shared writing
11. Book Builder Online.com
12. Culturally Responsive Classrooms
13. The Iceberg Concept of Culture
14. TPR Definition - Parts - Examples
15. p4c Lesson Samples
Images
≫ Unless otherwise specified, all images are creative commons zero (CC0), no attributes 

required including presenter-provided photos

https://wida.wisc.edu/teach/standards/eld
https://wida.wisc.edu/sites/default/files/resource/WIDA-ELD-Standards-Framework-2020.pdf
https://wida.wisc.edu/sites/default/files/resource/2007-ELPS-PreK-5.pdf
https://www.cal.org/siop/lesson-plans/
https://www.collaborativeclassroom.org/blog/lowering-the-affective-filter-for-english-language-learners-facilitates-successful-language-acquisition/
https://readingandwritingproject.org/resources/supports-for-multilingual-learners
https://www.responsiveclassroom.org/adapting-morning-meeting-greeting-for-ell-students/
https://www.colorincolorado.org/distance-learning-ells#resources
https://www.colorincolorado.org/article/distance-learning-ells-instruction
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1l6N4OV-yEYfD9BdiUMCAWH86gGivJBT1/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1l6N4OV-yEYfD9BdiUMCAWH86gGivJBT1/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xm2qIz_Jnx7aGVOe7L0Jztye_99cDho1/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xm2qIz_Jnx7aGVOe7L0Jztye_99cDho1/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1n1tUC9d7woGIW9yHwr5-IAJLCBOMblyE/view?usp=sharing
https://wida.wisc.edu/teach/can-do/descriptors
https://www.theteachertoolkit.com/index.php/tool/whip-around
http://literacyforallinstruction.ca/shared-writing/
http://bookbuilderonline.com
https://core.ac.uk/download/pdf/220124088.pdf
https://guam.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/a353a4ba-cd56-4999-97dd-0e40e11a7211/iceberg-concept-of-culture-images-and-pdfs/
https://www.theteachertoolkit.com/index.php/tool/total-physical-response-tpr
https://p4c.com/website-samples/


Contact Information

≫ Robin Dyrensborg - robinsld@hawaii.edu 

≫ Terra Allen - terra.allen@cnmipss.org

≫ Tara Benavente - tjbenavente@gdoe.net

≫ Michael Menchaca - mikepm@hawaii.edu

≫ Lynette Villagomez - villagomezl@prel.org 

≫ Eloise Sanchez - sancheze@prel.org

≫ Emerson Odango - odangoe@prel.org

≫ Melly Wilson - wilsonm@prel.org

≫ Hendrick Cho - cho@prel.org 

mailto:robinsld@hawaii.edu
mailto:terra.allen@cnmipss.org
mailto:tjbenavente@gdoe.net
mailto:mikepm@hawaii.edu
mailto:villagomezl@prel.org
mailto:sancheze@prel.org
mailto:Odangoe@prel.org
mailto:wilsonm@prel.org
mailto:cho@prel.org


Thank you!



This presentation is in the public domain. While permission to reprint is not 

necessary, publication should be cited. The presentation is prepared by the 

Region 18 and Region 19 Comprehensive Centers under Awards 

#S283B190058 and #S283B190050, respectively, for the Office of Program and 
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the presentation does not necessarily reflect the views or policies of the PGSS 

or OESE or the U.S. Department of Education nor does mention of trade 
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